Complex dynamics of social media emerge from the interaction between the patterns of social connectivity of users and the information exchanged along such social ties. Unveiling the underlying mechanisms that drive the evolution of online social systems requires a deep understanding of the interplay between these two aspects. Based on the case of the aNobii social network, an online service for book readers, we investigate the dynamics of link creation and the social influence phenomenon that may trigger information diffusion in the social graph. By confirming that social partner selection is strongly driven by structural, geographical, and topical proximity, we develop a machine-learning social link recommender for individual users trained on a set of features selected as best predictive out of several and we test it on the still widely unexplored domain of a network of interest. We also analyze the influence process from the two distinct perspectives of users and items. We show that link creation plays an immediate effect on the alignment of user profiles and that the established social ties are a good substrate for social influence. We quantitatively measure influence by tracking the patterns of diffusion of specific pieces of information and comparing them with appropriate null models. We discover an appreciable signal of social influence even though item consumption is a very slow process in this context. All the detected patterns of social attachment and influence are observed to be stronger when considering the social subgraph on which communication effectively occurs. Based on our study of the dynamics of the aNobii social network, we investigate the possibility to predict the evolution of such a complex social system.
Introduction
Global dynamics of online social media emerge from the aggregation of the behavioral footprints generated by the activity of the users and their interactions. Such complex information ecosystems are characterized by two fundamental components, namely the creation of social connections between individuals and the information exchange between them. Mining the static and evolutionary patterns of such phenomena is the key to understand and predict micro and macroscopic dynamics of the whole system. So far, many efforts have been focused on investigating the causes that determine the creation of social links and the process of information diffusion along these links. If, on the one hand, some results obtained by previous work are supported by well-known soci-http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 ological theories, on the other hand many dynamics characterizing online social systems are not intuitive, difficult to model accurately, and still widely unknown.
Among others, the microscopic dimension of the process of link creation, and the influence phenomenon that triggers the diffusion of a piece of information or the spreading of a behavioral norm across the social network have still many unexplored sides. In the first case, even though many studies have addressed the problem of predicting the global evolution of social graphs, only few investigations have been performed from the individual perspective, namely trying to predict future social connections of a single social agent. Similarly, even if several models of information spreading on social networks have been proposed in the past, it is still not clear to what extent information can spread quickly and effectively in the network, and whether the factors that determine influence between peers are generalizable across different social systems.
We contribute to shed light on these questions through the analysis of aNobii, an online social network for book lovers. Unlike the mainstream, general-purpose social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Google+), aNobii is a network of interest, where social aggregation is determined by the topical interests of the readers. Moreover, the contact network can be retrieved via crawling without restrictions, thus allowing the analysis of all the nodes reachable via crawling. The specificity of the domain considered and the richness of the features publicly exposed by the users allow the exploration of the social dimensions from an unusual angle. Our analysis is driven by two main goals:
. Designing an effective strategy for the recommendation of new links to single users and verifying its effectiveness in an interest-based network. As opposed to the task of link prediction, link recommendation is a widely unexplored task and it has been addressed only for general-purpose networks. We survey a large amount of structural and topical features and we determine the best ones for recommendation purposes. We verify that recommendation in the considered domain is a harder task if compared to general purpose networks and we provide insights on the origin of this difference. . Providing quantitative measure of influence in an interest-driven domain by investigating the perspectives of both users (pairs of individuals interacting and exerting influence on one another) and items (books spreading in the network by word-of-mouth process). In the analysis of book spreading, we provide a novel comparison of diffusion traces with null models, we detect a clear signal of influence in a domain in which the consumption of items is a slow process, and we highlight some factors that foster the adoption of books by individuals. A number of results emerge from the present study, including:
• The analysis of static properties of the aNobii online social system, including geographical and topical bias in link connectivity; • The discovery of a relation between an item popularity and its viral diffusion potential; • The detection of the importance of communication patterns over mere social links in the process of social link creation and influence; • The introduction of a metric of structural node similarity inspired by graph-centrality metrics. Overall, we present here a comprehensive study of the structure and dynamics of a social system that can be a valuable reference in online social network analysis, as it proceeds all the way from the data collection to the study of the complex dynamics of the system. http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1 /12 In the following we give an overview of the related work in the field (Section ), we introduce the details of the aNobii social network and we discuss its static and dynamic structural properties (Sections , ). The dynamics of link connectivity and social influence are discussed in Section , and the link recommendation algorithm is presented in Section .
Related work
Several studies have described online social systems from the point of view of their static network properties [] and in the dynamics of their overall evolution [, ] . Temporal fluctuations of network topological features such as diameter, clustering coefficient and mixing patterns [] and dynamics of link creation in social networks [] have been explored in depth through the analysis of large-scale real world datasets. Previous works on link characterization, focusing on the patterns that describe the creation of links and how social ties features evolve in time, reveal that link creation is driven by proximity, triangle closure, reciprocation and homophily [-] .
Among the topics related to the analysis of multi-agent systems, in this paper we focus on three broad areas that have attracted a strong interest; namely, the study of the communication patterns between users, the influence phenomenon, and the link prediction problem.
Communication networks
Recently, findings from social network analysis have been corroborated and expanded by the study of communication networks -also denoted as activity networks [] or interaction networks [] -that often coexist with social networks. The comparison of the graph of user-to-user interactions with the social network reveals similar connectivity patterns driven by reciprocity and triangle closure [] .
Activity networks are more dynamic than social networks and reflect changing trends in user interaction and information flow. Communication graphs have shown to be strongly clustered and to change over many time scales, even if the structural features of the activity network remain stable over time [] . It has been observed that the average interaction level with neighbors in the social network is very low [] and often decreasing with time [] ; in agreement with this, studies on the Facebook interaction graph [] reveal that the social links that are effectively exploited for user-to-user communication are a minority. Moreover, recent studies on Twitter revealed that users can entertain no more than - stable relationships among all their social contacts [] . Such results confirm the intuition that online social ties are not always good proxies to extract information exchange patterns.
Although the importance of communication links has been assessed in the past, many social phenomena such as homophily and influence have been studied using the graph of conventional social ties as reference. The effectiveness of modeling and predicting some social phenomena using communication networks instead of social networks has not been explored thoroughly, and has not been considered in the case of networks of interest like aNobii. We compare social and interaction ties in the context of link creation and information diffusion, finding that the information they carry have a different potential in predicting the formation of new links or the diffusion of information. For the link recommendation task, we introduce a metric that combines the information from both social and interaction networks to enhance the prediction accuracy. http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12
Influence and diffusion
The task of capturing the dynamics of information spreading and influence that occur in networked environments has received much attention recently. Diffusion models of wordof-mouth processes have been developed in the past to enhance viral marketing strategies [] ; more recently, due to the large diffusion of social media, detection of influence patterns and of influential individuals has become important to capture the interaction dynamics in social networks and in real-time information networks.
Analysis of information propagation in Flickr [] showed that diffusion is limited to individuals who reside in the close neighborhood of the seed user and the spreading process is very slow. Analysis of message cascading on Twitter has been used to estimate the degree of influence of users [] ; the most influential among a pair of users is determined using the difference between some activity metric, like the number of followers or number of tweet replies. In partial disagreement with this study, it has been shown that the number of followers (or of social contacts in general) does not imply a high influence degree [] .
A crucial task in the analysis of influence patterns is to discern real influence from unobserved factors, like homophily or confounding variables, that can induce statistical correlation between the behaviors or the profiles of connected users even without one being influenced by the other. Shuffling or randomization tests on user features are commonly used to detect a signal of influence inside noisy patterns of correlation between pairs of users [] . Investigations on the interplay between homophily-driven creation of social connections and the influence that neighbors exert on each other's behavior have been made by Crandall et al. [] on the Wikipedia collaboration network. Bakshy et al. [] have reported a large scale experiment performed on the Facebook social network by randomizing the exposition of users to the items published by their friends, in order to expose the role of the social links in the propagation of an information, and to show the existence of a genuine influence phenomenon between Facebook friends.
Instead of representing the influence as an infection phenomenon between connected individuals, Yang and Leskovec [] recently proposed a linear influence model which is agnostic on the network structure and relies only on the time of the contagion. These observations imply the presence of a hidden contagion web that is different from the observed social network [] . Based on similar observations, other probabilistic models that represent influence effects between peers disregarding social links structure have been proposed [] .
To complement previous studies, we focus here on the influence phenomenon in a social context where item consumption (reading books) is a much slower process than in general-purpose online social and news media. We explore the influence process both from the point of view of users and items, exposing strong signals of influence at the moment of social link creation and the generation of information fluxes over the existing links. We characterize the spreading traces (i.e., graphs of item adopters expanding in time), compare then to null models and provide some insights into the still open question of whether the fraction or the number of influencing neighbors has a stronger impact on the diffusion probability.
Link prediction
Predicting the presence of a link between two entities in a network is one of the major challenges in the area of link mining [] . Such edge-related mining task is usually defined as http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 link detection [] when it aims to disclose the presence of unobserved or unknown links on a static network or as link prediction when it aims to foresee whether a connection will arise in the future between nodes that are unlinked at the current time. Link recommendation finally is a task whose goal is to provide to a target user a list of contacts that he will likely be keen to form a social link with [] .
Seminal work on link prediction was presented by Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [, ]. They identify structural properties of the graph which can be used to build a ranking of the node pairs based on their structural similarity, which is in turn exploited to predict future interactions. Several slight variants of this approach have been adopted [] . Another early work by Popescul et al. [] focused instead on link detection using a classifier trained on the feature vectors that describe the nodes of the graph.
Combining structural graph similarity measures and simple node-based features in a supervised learning approach to link prediction has been also tried in the past [, ] , showing the improvement of the prediction performance compared to predictors based solely on topological features. Geographical proximity between nodes [] and groups affiliation [] have been effectively used as node-based feature as well. Recently, some tests have been done also on the predictive power of some network clustering algorithms in link prediction tasks [] .
The best-known topological measures of structural similarity between pairs of nodes are reviewed and refined by Zhou et al. [] and Lü et al. [] . The authors compare several structural similarity metrics for link prediction in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency. Novel local proximity measures are also proposed and shown to be efficient and accurate in link detection. Efficiency of structural proximity metrics on graphs is addressed also by Song et al. [] .
Detection of links based only on the information extracted from folksonomies is performed by Schifanella et al. [] . Similarity measures explicitly designed for the folksonomic space are used to compute a lexical proximity between users. A similar context is considered by Leroy et al. [] , who leverage the group membership information from Flickr to build a probabilistic graph and detect the hidden social graph with a good accuracy.
The problem of detecting both unknown links and missing node attributes in a network is addressed by Bilgic et al. [] . They propose an iterative method that refines at each step the prediction of one of the two features considered leveraging the information gained on the other feature at the previous step.
The role of temporal aspects in prediction is explored by Tylenda et al. [] , who exploit the information of recent interaction between individuals to improve the prediction accuracy. Dunlavy et al. [] use a matrix-tensor method to predict links that will be created in the future in networks with an underlying periodic structure.
Even if the majority of papers is focused on link prediction on simple graphs, a few techniques have been developed also for different kinds of networks. Work has been made in link detection on weighted networks [-], bipartite networks [, , ] and signed social graphs [] . Very recently, an approach that combines supervised learning and random walks has been shown to have a promising accuracy for both prediction and recommendation of new links [] .
Finally, some approaches based on probabilistic models such as relational Markov networks [] and probabilistic relational models [] deserve to be cited. These approaches http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 have however not been proven to be scalable and they have not been extensively tested on real-world datasets.
Despite the large amount of work in the prediction area, few efforts have been devoted to the task of link recommendation, which is inherently different (and more relevant for real social media services) since it aims to the satisfaction of single users and not just to maximize the ability of predicting the global evolution of the social graph. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, link recommendation has not been studied in networks of interest but only in general-purpose online social graphs like Facebook. In our recommendation method we collect all the most relevant state-of-the-art features used for link prediction, define an additional feature, and we rank them according to their effectiveness in the recommendation task.
aNobii dataset
We analyze a temporal dataset taken from aNobii.com, a website for book lovers. The main feature of aNobii is the personal digital library that every user can build by picking titles from a vast database of more than  millions publications along with their metadata (such as author, publication year, etc.). Every book in the library can be marked with a reading status (e.g., 'finished reading') and can be annotated with keywords (tags), a rating (from  to  stars) and a review. There is also a wishlist containing titles that users have planned to read. Users can enrich their profile with other personal information like their gender, age, marital status and a geo-location composed by a country and, optionally, a town. Country is specified in % and city in roughly % of the profiles.
Channels of social interaction form another crucial component of aNobii. The social network is composed by two different kinds of mutually-exclusive ties, namely the friendship and the neighborhood relations. Even if it is up to the users to choose one or another, the aNobii website suggests to establish a friendship tie with people that you already know in real life, while neighborhood should be used for people that you do not know, but whose library you consider interesting. Except for this usage recommendation, the two types of link have the same characteristics. They are directed, they can be established even without the approval of the linked user, and they enable the notification of the linked library updates. Social aggregation can be achieved also through the affiliation to groups. Thematic groups can be created by any user and the membership is open to anyone. The last channel of interaction is the message wall (also called 'shoutbox'). Users can write messages on the walls of any other individual, independently of the existence of a relationship in the social network. Self-posting is also allowed. Message exchange defines a different social network that we call communication graph, and whose properties are discussed in detail in Section .. Self-posting is also allowed, yielding self-loops in the communication graph.
We explored the aNobii social networks through web crawling and collected all the public user data through page scraping. We took several snapshots,  days apart, using a BFS strategy initialized with a random seed and expanding the user list following the links of the contacts lists and in the shoutboxes. Since social and communications connections are directed we were only able to collect the information of the largest strongly connected component and the out component.
a However, we collected the full information of both components, thus avoiding the possible biases related to incomplete sampling of a connected component. Friendship and neighborhood networks have similar global properties, with however some structural differences. As shown in Table  , both networks have a high percentage of reciprocated links and a strongly connected kernel that includes the majority of nodes. However, the neighborhood network is slightly smaller, denser, and has higher degree centralization [] . Its size is smaller because neighborhood ties tend not to be used by less active members and it is more centralized because of very popular libraries with many 'followers': the range of variation of the in-and out-degree are broader for neighborhood than for friendship (for the in-degree, the maximal values are , for neighborhood and  for friendship; for the out-degree, the maximal values are respectively , and ). These differences reveal that the two social ties are used slightly differently by users, and are in agreement with the intuition that friendship links correspond to individuals the user really knows, while neighborhood links can be established towards any other user whose library seems of interest. In the context of properties that apply in a comparable quantitative and qualitative way to both networks, it is however more convenient to consider the union between them. In the following, for simplicity, we will refer to the union network as the aNobii social network.
As a direct result of their structural differences, the diameters of the two networks (computed as the maximum shortest path length) are appreciably different. Still, they are both very high if considered that similar diameter values have been found for many other online social networks with much greater size [] . The strong geographical clustering of the social network is the main reason behind this feature. The country-level graph of the social network depicted in Figure  reveals that the network has two main geographic communities, namely Italy (with roughly % of users) and Far East (composed by Taiwan, Hong Kong and China, that include less than % of users altogether). Since these two clusters are loosely connected to each other, the network has a dual core structure where connection between the two cores is mostly mediated by smaller communities (e.g., the USA cluster). Paths between individuals residing in different cores are thus longer if compared to a more ordinary single core configuration and, consequently, the diameter is higher. 
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Figure 1 Graphs of home countries and towns of aNobii users.
Nodes are scaled according to the size of the communities and the width and colors of edges depend on the number of links that connect nodes between the communities. In the graph of countries, communities with less than 20 members and edges with weight less than 20 are not shown. In the Italian towns graph, communities with less than 100 members and edges with weight less than 100 are not displayed.
The separation between the geographical regions in the graph can be quantified by measuring the conductance ϕ of the graph cut separating the users who reside in a given region R from the rest of the network, and comparing the value with the conductance of a random cut ϕ rand between a region R and the rest of the graph, where R has the same size and Narrowing down the view on town-level graphs inside clusters, the intra-cluster connections appear denser and structured around a single core of nodes ( Figure  ). Of course, since aNobii is focused on books, language is the main reason that leads to this sharp separation.
In addition to the geographical location, aNobii profiles contain a rich information about users. User activity, along with social ties, can be measured by several indicators. The corresponding probability distributions are shown in Figure  . Not surprisingly, the most popular activity is filling the library with books (% of users have at least one book). Approximatively % of users added at least one book in the wishlist and roughly the same portion of users is member of at least one group. Books are annotated with reviews by around % of users and rated by %. Tagging activity is quite unfrequent. Around % of users declare at least one friend or neighbor. Moreover, and as expected from studies in other online social systems [], the activity distributions are all very broad, displaying heavy tails that highlight a strong heterogeneity in the behavior of users: no typical value of any user activity can thus be defined.
Different activities exhibit strong correlations between each other, as also investigated for other social networks like Last.fm and Flickr [, ]. Graphically, correlations can be depicted by showing the average activity of users who exhibit a given engagement level for another activity; in Figure  we display some correlation graphs of the out-degree and the number of books with other activities. Even if the observed patterns are noisy for users http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12
Figure 2 Distributions of the measures of activity of aNobii users.
In-degree k in and out-degree k out in the social network, number of group memberships n g , number of books in library and wishlist (n b and n w ), number of reviews n r and books rated with stars n s , number of distinct tags n t and total number of tag annotations n a . with a large number of connections and books (due to the low number of users over which the averages are performed), all the activities considered show a clear increasing trend for increasing values of k out and n b , corresponding to a positive correlation between activities.
The correlations between the activity of social network neighbors, commonly known as mixing patterns [] , can be measured by plotting the average amount of activity of the neighbours of all the users with the same value for that activity (e.g., with the same number of books). The positive slopes of the scatterplots in Figure  (modulo the noise for the less frequent activity values) reveal an assortative mixing for all the activities, meaning that http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 Figure 4 Mixing patterns for different activities in aNobii. The notation n x,nn (n x ) indicates the average amount of an activity x performed by the nearest neighbors of those users that expose the same amount n x of that activity. As defined before, k out , n b , n w , n g , n t , n a , n r , n s denote respectively the out-degree and the number of books, wishlist items, group memberships, tags, tag annotations, reviews and ratings. The last two sections report the fractions of different edge types among the new edges created between nodes already existing at the beginning of the time window considered.
users are likely to be linked to other individuals with comparable amount of activity, a typical pattern of social networks.
Evolution of the network
Our temporal dataset allows to study the evolution of the social network. In Table  we report the evolution of some network parameters in a time span of  and a half months, with a granularity of  days. The largest component grows steadily due to the arrival of new nodes, and new ties are also created between existent users. Node and edge deletion are much rarer events. We classify newly created edges among existing nodes in three categories. u → v denotes the category of unidirectional links while u ↔ v represents the new reciprocal links. 'Reciprocated' denotes instead the new links from a node u to a node v, such that a link from v to u already existed. Links of the type u → v and u ↔ v can be further described as 'Simple closure' and 'Double closure' ties respectively if they close at least a directed triangle (i.e., there existed a node w such that the arcs u → w and w ↔ v already existed). This fits the expectation that in a social network links are often established toward 'friends of friends' . This triangle closure phenomenon is evident also by looking at the distribution at time t of the distances of nodes that become linked at time t + . The comparison be-http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 tween such distribution and the distribution of distances between all the node pairs in the network (Figure , left) reveals that the process of social partner selection is biased towards the topological vicinity of the user. In particular, more than % of the new arcs close triangles and more than % are established between nodes residing at distance at most .
Besides triangle closure, another phenomenon that underlies link creation in growing graphs is preferential attachment, i.e. users with large number of connection are preferentially chosen to establish a social link [] . We test this hypothesis using the following method [] . Let us denote by T k the a priori probability for a newcomer to create a link toward a node of degree k, between time t - and t. Given that at time t - the degree distribution of the N(t -) nodes is P(k, t -) (i.e., there are N(t -)P(k, t -) nodes of degree k), the probability to observe a new link from a new node to a node of degree k between t - and t is T k P(k, t -). Therefore, we can measure T k by counting for each k the fraction of links created by new nodes that reach nodes of degree k, and dividing by P(k, t -). As shown in Figure  (right), we obtain a linear behavior T k ∝ k, both when considering for k the in and the out-degree (which are strongly correlated). This is a clear signal of a linear preferential attachment. T k values for k > , falling far from the diagonal are just statistical noise due to the low number of high-degree nodes.
Clearly, users do not have any knowledge of the overall network topology at any time, so they cannot be more motivated to connect to the most connected users. It is more likely that this preferential attachment arises from the fact that a new user creates links not only towards another user but also towards some of this user's neighbors. It has been shown that this locally-driven connection pattern results in effective preferential attachment [, ] . Indeed, we verified in our dataset that many newcomers join the network by creating links to pairs of already connected users.
Communication and interaction networks
Ties in social media are most often not categorized based on the intensity or on the type of the connections. However, in a social context, ties might have different strength and meaning, depending on the information that flows on them and from the features that describe the individuals they connect. To reach a deeper understanding of social dynamics, http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 the information on the social connections must be complemented with other relational data. In this respect, the communication network carries a useful information to augment the description of the social substrate as given by the user-declared 'friendship' or 'neighborhood' ties: some user-declared ties might not be the support of any communication, and communication may occur between users that are neither 'friends' nor 'neighbors' .
The most extensive way in which the communication history between individuals can be defined is through a temporal graph, where each edge corresponds to a single message and carries a timestamp. In this temporal graph, the frequency of messages exchanged by two users might change, with periods of inactivity followed by bursts of messages. The detailed study of this dynamics goes beyond the scope of the present study, so that we consider an aggregation over the whole data set time window, and define the communication graph as a directed graph where each edge between two nodes is weighted by the number of messages sent between these nodes.
Similarly to previous work [], we observe that macroscopic structural features of communication graph are analogous to those of the social networks. Degree distributions are very close to those found for the social networks (not shown) and the strength distributions (i.e., number of received or sent messages) reveal an expected broad behavior (not shown). The statistics shown in Table  indicate that this graph has high reciprocation and centralization. Note that the communication network has self-links since it is possible for a user to write messages on his/her own shoutbox. Users keeping alive conversation threads on a single shoutbox or announcements published by the shoutbox owner are the main causes of this phenomenon. This behavior concerns however only % of the users, and the self-links represent only % of the total number of links. In Figure  we observe that the social connectivity and the amount of books in the library are correlated with the activity on the communication network. A strong correlation is also found between in-degree and out-degree in the communication network.
As shown in Table  , the difference between social and communication graphs is substantial. More than % of the socially connected pairs lack any form of public communication and, conversely, around % of the communication channels are established between non connected users. We call interaction graph the portion of the social graph that overlaps with the communication network (i.e. Social ∩ Comm in the notation of Table  ). 
Topical alignment
Assortative mixing patterns suggest a propensity to the local alignment of behavioral patterns between connected nodes. While we explored only the mixing patterns relative to the amount of activity of neighboring users in Section ., this tendency can be explored more in depth by taking into account the user profiles. More precisely we consider the similarity of users' profiles with respect to specific features, and measuring how it depends on the distance between nodes on the social network. We call topical local alignment a static property of the social network for which pairs of individuals that are close in the social graph are more similar than pairs separated by larger distances on the network. For instance, when considering books as a feature, the topical alignment can be measured by computing the similarity between the book sets of pairs of users as a function of their distance on the network. Similarity between two users u and v can be measured by counting the number of common books n cb (u, v) or by considering a normalized similarity measure such as the cosine similarity
where the indicator function δ x (b) is equal to  if user x has the book b in his/her library and to  otherwise. The cosine similarity is thus a scalar product of the 'book vectors' of users u and v, normalized by the library sizes n b (x) = b δ x (b).
To check if profiles of neighbors in the social network are topically aligned with respect to some features, we measure the average books and groups similarity of pairs separated by d hops in the social graph; results are shown in the first two columns of Figure  . A quick decay of the similarity with the distance (for both the cosine similarity and the number of common items) gives a strong clue of the presence of a local topical alignment. However, the detected signal could a priori be ascribed to purely statistical alignment effects due to assortativity. For instance, since very active users tend to connect with other highly active users, their similarity could be high just because their feature sets are big, and thus they have a higher chance to share many elements. To tell apart real alignment from statistical effects, we need to compare the results obtained on the real data with a suitable null model [] . Our null model is based on a random reshuffling of the items (e.g., books) between user profiles, keeping unchanged both the size of the item sets and the social connections of each profile. This procedure preserves the assortativity patterns relative to activity intensity but wipes out the alignment due to the interaction between individuals. We note that the randomized curves exhibit a similar decay, that is due to the assortativity effect mentioned above. However, the difference between the curves for the reshuffled and the real data shows that the assortativity alone can not wholly account for the similarity detected in the real data, and that a genuine topical alignment effect is present: the presence http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 Figure 7 Topical and geographical alignment. Left and middle plots: Average similarity of the libraries (resp., groups) of aNobii users as a function of their distance in the social network. The similarity is measured by the average number of common books or groups (top, n cb , n cg ), and by the average cosine similarity (bottom, σ b , σ g ) between the books lists (resp., groups). In both cases, the same similarity after random reshuffling of items is shown. Right plots: Fraction of pairs of users at distance d in the union network residing in the same country (P sc ) or town (P st ). In both cases data from the network with reshuffled links are shown.
of a social link is correlated with the fact that the connected users are more likely to share interests and experiences or to be exposed to the same context or to each other's activity.
The same analysis can be performed on all the features of the users' profiles. For instance, the relationship between the geographic attributes and the distance on the social graph are explored in the right plots of Figure  that show the probability that two users at distance d on the social graph are from the same country or town. Again, to disentangle this signal from statistical effects (given for example by the imbalance of the number of users in each nation) we use as null model a random network with the same degree sequence as the original network but reshuffled geographic attributes. The alignment on the nationality feature is strong up to a distance of  hops and a strong effect is observed as well for towns, most of all for directly connected users.
This result suggests that people preferentially establish social ties with others who speak the same language, but also that the social selection process is driven by the geographic proximity (e.g., people that reside in the same town). In particular, % of the social edges connect users from the same country and there is a % probability that two connected users are from the same city. This result indicates a decreasing trend of the probability of connection with geographic distance, as also found in other online social networks that are not based on a particular interest (here, the books) but have broader scopes [, ].
As seen in the previous subsection, the fact that two users are connected does not automatically mean that they exchange information through messages. It is therefore of interest to compare the topical alignment on the social links that effectively are the support of communication ('Social ∩ Comm' , in the notation of Table ) with the alignment along the subset of social links on which no communication is observed ('Social\Comm' , in the notation of Table  ). Figure  shows that the former is larger than the latter, but only slightly: http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 interestingly, strong alignment effects exist even on a network along which no explicit communication flows, and are almost as strong as in the network of communication.
Homophily, selection and influence

Causal connection between similarity and link creation
In Section . we observed topical alignment as a static property of the network. Here we investigate the evolution of this phenomenon. Since we verified that the topical alignment, which denotes a homophily phenomenon between users [], is not purely due to assortative patterns, we can ascribe this phenomenon to selection or to social influence. Selection corresponds to a process in which the choice of a social partner (here as 'friend' or 'neighbor') that is driven by the similarity between connecting individuals, while social influence [] denotes the tendency of individuals to be influenced in their behavior by others, and in particular by their neighborhood in the social network. As we now show, both phenomena can be exposed in aNobii.
To check whether the occurrence of selection-driven attachment, one needs to compare the topical similarity, computed at time t, between pairs of users who create a social connection between t and t + , with the similarity of another set of users. Choosing for comparison a random set of pairs of users would trivially yield a strong difference, as we have shown previously that (i) most pairs of users creating a link between t and t +  reside at distance  or  on the network at t, and (ii) the similarity of users at distance  or  is much stronger than the one of users lying farther apart. We therefore compare the average similarity of connecting users with the average similarity of all the pairs of nodes residing two hops away in the social graph at t. Table  shows that pairs of users that are about to get connected are on average more similar than the average over all the nodes that are two hops away (except for the case of the number of common groups averaged over all pairs of users who establish a non-reciprocal link between t and t + ). For new bidirectional links, and pairs of users who were at distance  and create a link (thus closing a triangle), the average similarity before the creation of the link is particularly strong. This result applies for all the similarity measures considered. The probability that two users at distance  have  similarity is also much smaller for the users who become linked between t and t + .
The picture emerging from this analysis and from the results presented in Sections . and . is the following: users connect to others residing close in the social graph, very http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 Single and double closure refers respectively to new links u → v and u ↔ v that close triangles. The similarity is measured by the number of common books n cb or groups ncg , and by the corresponding cosine similarities σ b and σg. The numbers in parenthesis give the probability to have similarity equal to 0.
Figure 9
Evolution of the average similarity of user profiles. Similarity, as measured by the numbers of common books or groups, and by the cosine similarity, is shown for links created between t and t + 1, for t = 2 (black circles), 3 (red squares), 4 (green diamonds), 5 (blue triangles), normalized by the average similarity in the first snapshot. Values are quite stationary before t 0 , and clear jumps are observed between t and t + 1.
often neighbors of neighbors; moreover, these individuals have on average more similar profiles than other pairs of users at distance . In this respect, one can infer that a selection process is at work and is one of the reasons of the observed local topical alignment: among the users who are already close in the graph (distance  and ), the ones who become even closer are the ones who were more similar to each other. In order to investigate social influence, we instead study the time evolution of the similarity between connected user profiles. In Figure  we plot the average similarity for library and group membership features for pairs of users that become connected between t and t +. Before the link is created the similarity score is rather stationary and a sudden increase is observed when the connection is created; the similarity then continues to grow, albeit at a slower rate. The following scenario emerges from this result: after a link creation, newly connected individuals take inspiration from each other for new books to read and new groups to join. The direct consequence of this reciprocal influence is a further alignment of the profiles, i.e., a reinforcement of the homophily. http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12
Note that the similarity metric used is symmetrical, therefore it does not account for the directionality of the newly created link. We decided not to consider the link directionality in the computation of the similarity, as close to % of the newly created links are bidirectional (see Table  ), and because a user receiving a new incoming connection is notified about it on his/her personal homepage: the influence at the time of the connection can potentially flow in both directions.
To summarize, our analysis on the dynamics of social aggregations show the presence of a bidirectional causal relationship between social connections and similarity. A higher similarity leads to a higher connection probability and, on the other hand, users who get connected become more similar due to the influence that new acquaintances exert on one another. These results apply not only for collaboration networks [] , but also for the present case of interest-based networks such as aNobii, where the similarity between users is evaluated on the basis of profile items, shared metadata, and topics of interest.
Structure of book graphs
Influence can also be investigated from a different angle, focusing on items rather than on users. The influence observed at the time of a link creation might indeed remain effective for the whole life span of the social link, and, at any time, may lead a user to adopt a new item (in particular a book) from his/her neighbors and, in turn, to influence others to adopt the same item. This phenomenon gives origin to adoption cascades that can be studied within the more general scope of information spreading [] . Better understanding the spreading of items on the network can shed a clearer light on the overall role of influence in the online social network.
In this perspective, we study the static and dynamic properties of the book graphs: a book graph G(b) is defined as the social subgraph composed by the users having the book b in their library or wishlist and by the links between them. We differentiate the analysis by classes of book popularity as measured by the size of the set A(b) of the users who adopted the book b (i.e., the nodes in G(b)). In particular, we introduce three popularity classes, namely the rare (|A(b)| ∈ [, )), the middle (|A(b)| ∈ [, ,)), and the popular (|A(b)| ≥ ,) books. The boundaries of the popularity classes are chosen based on the empirical observation of the popularity distribution of books. Even neglecting very rare books with less than  readers we have more than K book graphs.
The size of the book graphs are broadly distributed between  and ,. Book graphs can be formed by several disconnected components, and around % of them are composed just by isolated nodes (this is only observed for graphs with at most  nodes). The connectivity patterns of books graphs can be detected by measuring how their topological features depend on their size. In Figure  we report the relative size of the greatest connected component (S gcc /|A(b)|), the relative number of connected components (N cc /|A(b)|), and the clustering coefficient (C) against the size of the book graph (|A(b)|). For the sake of comparison, for every point in the scatterplot we also depict two twin points representing the same topological measure calculated for two different random graphs taken as null models.
The first is an Erdős-Rényi graph with the same number of nodes and edges. The latter is a random subgraph of the social network with the same number of nodes and the same degree sequence. The purpose of the random subgraph is to model a process in which the book is adopted by the different users at random and independently. If such a http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 process is considered by simply selecting nodes at random in the network, the resulting subgraphs will be almost always composed of isolated nodes or small disconnected components, therefore we impose that the resulting subgraph has the same degree sequence as the original subgraph.
Book graphs exhibit a weaker connectivity but a much more clustered shape than the corresponding ER graphs, at fixed size. The relative number of connected components slowly decreases with size but remains considerably higher than the ER corresponding values; as a consequence, the relative size of the greatest component asymptotically stabilizes around a value smaller than in the ER graphs; conversely, real book graphs are much more clustered. Structural properties of the random-node-graphs are closer to those of the real book graphs, meaning that the measured levels of clustering and connectivity of the book graphs can partly be ascribed to the degree distribution of their nodes. Nevertheless, the random-node model still exhibits lower clustering and higher sparsity than the empirical book graphs.
To investigate more in depth the differences between the random-node model and the real data, we measure the same structural properties at given average node connectivity, and we study the three book popularity classes separately. Figure  shows the values of S gcc and C against the average out-degree k in the book graphs.
The case of ER graphs is the simplest to interpret and is used as a reference for the other two cases. For ER graphs we observe a relatively rapid transition from  to  for S gcc as k crosses , which is expected given the known transition between a set of small disconnected components and a giant connected component as the probability of connection crosses /N . Instead, the clustering values remain very small (as also expected in ER graphs). In the case of the real book graphs, the size of the greatest component grows smoothly with the average degree, showing no sign of any abrupt transition, suggesting that the connectivity in book graphs is not driven by any threshold mechanism driven by the average node connectivity. Furthermore, for any average connectivity, a non-negligible portion of nodes remains in small isolated components. This can be due to the fact that several users adopt a book independently, without being directly influenced by their online social contacts. However, the clustering coefficient is very large, suggesting that the groups of adopters are tightly knit communities. The random-node model follows the same trend as the real data, but both the size of the largest component and the clustering are lower, showing that the connectivity patterns are not completely due to the degree distribution. http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 For books with large popularity, the empirical data and the random-node case become closer.
The overall picture tends to indicate that book graphs may be originated by a process of expansion and densification of clustered cores of readers, and that a process of 'contagion' between users might have taken place in the shaping of the subgraphs of adopters G(b). Nevertheless, as the book popularity grows such effect fades, presumably because the adoption of a very popular book is not mainly driven by inputs received within the social network, but can be in large part driven by stimuli and mechanisms external to the online social network. As the correlations shown here correspond to static snapshots, they cannot however be used to infer causality relations between connectivity and book adoption. It is therefore also possible that the structure of the book graphs is due to the fact that people sharing the same rare book are more likely to establish social contacts than people sharing a very common book.
Spreading of books
To better understand if a user might be led to adopt a book through the influence of his/her social neighborhood, it is necessary to analyze the temporal evolution of the G(b) graphs. We call G(b, t) the social subgraph of users having book b at time t. G(b, t) can evolve because of new users arriving in the social network who have b in their library, users leaving, or users adding/removing b to/from their library. For the purpose of detecting influence patterns, we disregard the newcomers (who might or not fill their own library with the books they have read) and users leaving the network, and focus on the graph G * (b, t) restricted to the users who are present in all the considered snapshots. Moreover, for simplicity, we neglect the (very rare) events of book deletion: once a book is adopted by a user, we assume that it is present in his/her library at any future time. In this context, we formally define the set of adopters of a book b between time t - and t as For every adopter, we measure the fraction of users that could potentially have played an influence in the book adoption process. If a book is adopted in the time span [t, t + ], the users that may have influenced the adopter are her out-neighbors who already have that book in their library at time t.
b We specifically focus only on the out-neighbors because users are explicitly notified of their new book adoptions, while a user may not be aware of the activity of his/her in-neighbors. Consequently, we denote the number of user u's out-neighbors at time t having book b as K b (u) and the fraction of such users over all u's out-neighbors as
The distributions of K b and F b for the users u who adopt b in [t, t + ] are shown in Figure  , together with the same distributions restricted to the users u who still do not have adopted b at t + . The curves for the two user categories are very different for both measures, thus revealing that users who adopt a particular book have been exposed, on average, to a higher number of users who had previously put that book in their libraries. In particular, the probability of having no out-neighbors at t with the target book in their library is much lower for the adopters (.) than for the non-adopters (.). Furthermore, as shown in Figure  , the average K b at fixed values of K out is much higher for adopters than for non-adopters, even if a positive correlation is found in both cases, meaning that adopters have been considerably more exposed, on average, to other users exposing the adopted book. Such clear differences between the two cases of adopters and non-adopters represents a very strong evidence of the presence of an influence effect in the process of book adoption. http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 Interestingly, the vast majority (%) of adopters with F b >  exhibit values smaller than ., and the average value of F b for these adopters is rather small (.); on the other hand, the numbers K b of neighbors of an adopter who already have the book b are broadly distributed. This could support two distinct hypothesis: the first one is that only a rather small number of neighbors are really influential among the neighborhood of a user; the second is that the important criterion in the adoption of a book (an 'influence threshold') is not the bare number of neighbors who have adopted a book, but the corresponding fraction among all out-neighbors, and that the influence threshold in such context is rather low.
Influence factors
As previously mentioned, users are notified of the adoption of a book by their outneighbors: information flows in an automated way along the friendship and neighborhood links. It is thus interesting to compare the potential existence of influence effects in the book adoption process along the social links that do not support additional (non automated) communication between the users (Social\Comm) with respect to the case of social links that do (Social ∩ Comm). To this aim, we compute the probability of adoption at time t of a book b given a fixed number of neighbors who already have b at time t -, http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12
where out is the set of out-neighbors of u. The computation of P a for the pure social network must use out-neighbors because the information (i.e., automatic notifications) flows against the direction of the edges. In the interaction network instead, both directions should be taken into account because a message sent from u to v may imply a particular interest of u in v's library or, conversely, that u is proactively suggesting a book to v. For this reason in the interaction network we consider two separate cases where K b is computed considering the set of in-neighbors in or out-neighbors out . Figure  shows the values of P a (b, t|K b ) averaged over all books and time steps, for the pure social network (Social\Comm) and the interaction network (Social ∩ Comm).
Interesting features emerge: (i) the probability of adoption is very small if K b =  (less than  ·  - ), and increases very rapidly as the number of out-neighbors having the considered book at t - increase; (ii) this probability tends to saturate as K b increases above , showing that an additional increase in the number of out-neighbors reading the book do not increase the user's adoption probability; (iii) the probability of adoption at fixed number of out-neighbors reading the book is much larger for out-neighbors with whom an explicit communication is established; (iv) when focusing on interaction ties, receiving messages from a certain number of early adopters of a book b implies a higher probability of adoption of b than sending messages to the same number of owners of b.
The first result is a strong indication in favor of the hypothesis of effective influence between neighbors on the social graph. The second indicates that the number of influential neighbors is limited, in support of the first hypothesis outlined above. The third result supports a scenario in which direct suggestions from neighbors with whom an explicit communication exists have a stronger influencing power than the automated notification system and, in particular, the fourth result suggests that adoption is at least partially triggered by direct recommendations received by earlier adopters.
The saturation of the influence probability over a certain threshold of K b still does not answer the long lasting question whether the adoption probability rises more with the increase of the fraction (F b ) or the number (K b ) of neighbors who are potential influencers (in this case, earlier book adopters). To give some insight into this issue, we adopt a prediction approach in which, given a book graph G * (b, t), we try to predict the shape of the Figure  shows the comparison between the metrics. For the purpose of this experiment we focus only on books with at least  new adopters in the time frame considered. Diffusion prediction falls out from the scope of this work, therefore we are not interested in evaluating the absolute but rather the relative performance of the two predictions. In fact, as expected, the absolute number of correctly predicted new adopters is always very low, due to the extremely high sparsity of the problem (the books spread slowly compared to the overall number of users that may potentially be influenced by their neighbors) and the simplicity of the features. However, the difference between the two curves shows clearly that K b outperforms F b for every value of N . This finding tends to support further the theory that influence is triggered more likely by few contacts that are able to communicate to the user and persuade him directly rather than by the portion of the social neighborhood that adopted the new item.
Recommending social contacts
The analysis reported in the previous sections sheds light on the dynamics of link creation in social media. Understanding the processes behind the creation of social connections allows to infer some model of network growth that can be exploited to predict the evolution of the system. In this section we will use the acquired knowledge of network dynamics to predict the creation of new links. More specifically, we propose a methodology for personalized contact recommendation that could be directly implemented on any social media like aNobii.
Prediction features
The task of predicting user pairs that will be connected in the future by a social tie can rely on two main sources of information: the structural features of the graph and the features from the user profiles. We use both types of features, considering the three main evolutionary patterns of the social graph that we previously detected. . Proximity-driven link creation. In the vast majority of cases, new neighbors are chosen among the nodes at distance  (i.e., closing triangles) or  in the social graph.
Restricting the analysis to pairs that reside near in the graph may miss some potential http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12 new connections but dramatically lowers the time needed by practical algorithms for partner recommendation. . Strong interaction links. Users are influenced and inspired more by the social contacts with whom they carry out a regular communication. Taking into account the strength of the interaction links rather than (or in addition to) pure social ties could improve the prediction. . Homophily-driven attachment. Users create new connections preferentially with their most similar acquaintances. Similarity is a notion that involves all the different facets of the user profile (from geographic location to favorite books). Pairs of more similar users should therefore be considered as more likely candidates for a link creation. A list of features that synthesizes these three principles is shown in Table  . Most of the topological features presented have been used independently in literature for link prediction in undirected networks but can be easily adapted to the directed case. To also take into account the information concerning the weighted interaction network, we introduce a new index, the weighted flow, inspired by previous work on generalized degree centrality in social networks [] . It is defined as:
Assuming that weights on arcs denote some information flow passing between nodes, weighted flow combines the definition of common neighbors with the normalized sum of the minimum flow of information passing from the arcs connecting the two target nodes through their common neighbors. Applied to the interaction network, this metric measures both the number of potential communication channels between the two nodes and the amount of information that could have been possibly exchanged between them using their directed common neighbors as proxies. is the weight of the tie between x and y. The rank reported is the result of the Chi Squared attribute selection method applied to our test set; the bold font of the rank indicates that the corresponding feature has been selected for the restricted feature set. http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12
Classifier training and feature selection
Features can be combined through a supervised machine learning approach. A classifier properly trained on the mentioned features can determine, given any pair of nodes, if they are likely to create a social link between each other in the future. By knowing in advance the user pairs with higher connection probability, social contact recommendations can be sent to the endpoints, with the aim of notifying the two endpoints of the possibility of establishing a potentially interesting social connection that they may not have noticed otherwise or at least to speed up the linking process between them. We follow this approach and we discuss its effectiveness in a link recommendation scenario.
We choose to use a Rotation Tree classifier [] that turned out, a posteriori, to be the best performing among all WEKA's [] classifiers, and we train it with all the available features. The positive sample of the training set is built by about k pairs of users who reside at distance  on the social graph at the time of snapshot  and get connected before snapshot . The negative sample is given by as many pairs residing  hops away at snapshot  and that do not become connected. We consider only distance- neighbors because in the link recommendation task we will restrict our prediction to the closest non-connected pairs for computational efficiency reasons. Note that taking into account only distance- pairs makes the prediction task harder than selecting the non-connected pairs at random; this is due to the fact that the distribution of similarity values of pairs of users lying at distance  on the graph are more similar between positive and negative samples than for pairs of users taken at random (and hence farther away on the network with high probability).
As a preliminary check of the accuracy of the classifier, and in order to measure the relative predictive power of different features, we perform a -fold cross validation on the training set. Results for four different combinations of features are listed in Table  ; the predictive effectiveness of the features is measured through standard metrics such as the number of false positives and false negatives, accuracy, F-value, and area under the ROC. From the comparison it emerges clearly that the combination of structural and profile features leads to an appreciable improvement of the prediction quality, for all the performance indexes considered. Furthermore, aside from assessing that the combination of feature sets of different natures is good for the prediction, a more fine-grained exploration of the predictive potential of the features considered can help to exclude more redundant features, thus simplifying the decision process of the classifier and avoid overfitting. To this end, we executed the Chi Squared analysis for feature selection [] to get a ranking of the predictive potential for all the features (see Table  ). We observe that features like vocabulary, gender, and preferential attachment have much less relevance than other features like the contact list or the library. In particular, we notice that features based on the triangle closure phenomenon are the most predictive. By only using the top  features we verify that the prediction accuracy remains very stable and the False Positive rate is even slightly lower than with the full feature set (Table ) . We therefore retrain the classifier using the restricted feature set and use such classifier as the fundamental building block of our social contact recommender, described in the next subsection.
Contact recommendation
A contact recommendation service should be able to provide suggestions in real-time and on demand. Screening all the users that are not connected with the client requires a too high computational effort to meet this requirement. Therefore, we adopt a local search limited to the distance- neighborhood of the target user; among those potential contacts, the system outputs a fixed number N of suggestions.
To evaluate the effectiveness of this approach we build a test set of active users who established at least  new social ties between snapshots  and  with people who reside at distance  from them at snapshot . For each user u among such set, we apply our classifier to every pair (u, v)|d(u, v) =  and, from the set of pairs labeled positively by the classifier, we select N contacts to compose the recommendation list. The list is sorted according to the confidence score given by the classifier for each prediction. The number of actual ties created by the sampled users between time  and  is around k, while the number of potential ties that could have been established by these users towards distance- neighbors is higher than k. The goal of the classifier is to identify the k correct pairs among the k possible, with the lowest number of misclassifications. Such huge disproportion of positives and negatives instances determines a very high sparsity of the problem (density is less than .), thus making the recommendation task particularly hard to solve with high accuracy.
Recommendation results are depicted in Figure  , to measure the recommendation effectiveness we count the number of correctly predicted link creations, which account for the number of successful recommendations in this setting. We compare our recommender with two unsupervised techniques taking into account two single features separately, namely the number of common neighbors and the cosine similarity between libraries. In such unsupervised strategies, the recommendation lists are created by simply picking the N pairs with the highest scores for the considered metric. Results show that the classifier outperforms appreciably the baselines and the number of the correctly predicted contacts grows steadily with the size of the recommendation list. However, it is surprising to observe that the relative precision (i.e., the number of correct recommendations divided by the recommendation list size) is rather low, being less than . up to N =  and around . for N = .
To investigate the causes of such modest performance, we compare the obtained results with another attempt of tackling the link prediction problem from a recommendation perspective made in the Facebook social network [] . The evaluation of the recommendation is very similar to ours with respect to the size of the network sample, the time span of the prediction and the activity of the target users. Among all the experiments that authors report, recommendation through logistic regression combining several structural graph features compares well to our approach. Nevertheless the number of correct recommendations is higher than in the aNobii case (correct recommendations at  is around . against ours .). The main reason is due to the different sparsity of the problem. Specifically:
• In the same time span, the average number of new contacts per user in Facebook is more than six times larger than in aNobii ( new links in Facebook vs.  in aNobii); • The portion of new contacts residing at distance larger than  in aNobii is around ., while in the Facebook dataset it is negligible; • Contrary to Facebook, the aNobii network is directed and the predictions must take into account the directionality of the edge. In Facebook, users are much more active and faster in establishing new contacts and they focus much more on their distance- neighbors, thus increasing the number of potential true positives over the total number of potential new contacts. Nevertheless, we underline that even in aNobii's more challenging setting the relative improvement of machine learning combination of different profile and structural features over the performance of common neighbors is comparable to the improvement obtained in the case of Facebook by previous work.
In short, the difference between the two cases can be summarized as follows. In Facebook, the decision of link creation among two people depends largely on the fact that the two endpoints have a social connection in the offline world, so that the decisional process to determine whether to add a new contact or not can be fast and simple. Conversely, in social networks with a stronger emphasis on topical interests, the items shared are more important than the personal user features (especially for neighborhood links that relate individuals who do not know each other a priori) and they are the main driver for the establishment of new social connections. The creation of links in such an interest network is therefore determined by the complex cognitive processes needed to relate multifaceted objects like books. This implies also a slower pace in such decisional process. Reaching definitive conclusions on this matter would require an extensive comparison between social media with different scopes (e.g., music, news, photos), we believe our study can represent a contribution in this direction.
Discussion and conclusions
Link creation and influence are the processes on which most of the dynamics of online social media are based. In this work, we have characterized such phenomena in the case of aNobii, a network of interest for book lovers. http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12
We have found that link formation has a strong propensity to topical and structural selection effects, reciprocity, and proximity-driven attachment. Based on these observations, we have collected a large number of both novel and state-of-the-art metrics that have a potential in predicting the formation of new links. Among such features, ranging from topical (e.g., similarity between items owned by two users) to structural ones (e.g., estimation of the amount of information potentially flowing from one person to the other via social links), we have detected the most predictive, thus shedding some light on the relative effectiveness of the main features that have been used in past work on link prediction. We have combined the best features into a classifier able to output a prediction about the future creation of a connection between any pair of nodes in the social network. We have used such classifier to produce recommendations of new social contacts for users. Differently from link prediction, that aims at predicting the global evolution of the network, link recommendation provides a contact list for every single individual and succeeds when many of the recommended contacts are actually linked by the target user. Such task is still widely unexplored and has been attempted only on general-purpose social networks with a strong accent on the user profile (e.g., Facebook) rather than in interest networks like aNobii. The classifier considerably improves accuracy over simple yet very strong baselines, but the obtained performance is lower than the one reported for generalpurpose online social media in previous work. The reasons for this gap likely reside in the different nature of the two cases. While in profile-focused services social aggregation is often based on the existence of a relation in the real world, that can be detected easily with simple metrics (e.g., number of common friends), in interest-based networks the creation of new links is driven by cognitive processes needed to evaluate the topical interest in one profile rather than on another, that are more difficult to capture and anticipate. This finding opens the way to the exploration of the potential of prediction and recommendation in social platform with different topical focuses.
Investigation of influence complements the study on link creation. Unlike previous work, we investigate influence from both user and item perspectives. From the user side, we support with strong evidences the thesis that similarity patterns that are detected in the static network are also determined by the influence that connected users exert on each other. In particular, we observe that link creation triggers a noticeable sudden increase in the similarity between the endpoints, particularly in terms of books adopted. We inspect patterns of book adoption by modeling graphs of book spreading in time and comparing them with null models to point out their clustered and expanding nature. Based on this model, we find that the fraction of neighboring users that may have influenced an adopter is on average rather small, that the probability of adopting a book saturates as the number of neighbors already having that book increases and that the probability to adopt a book in function of the number of earlier adopters in the social neighborhood is higher if explicit communication channels exist with these neighbors. By adopting a prediction perspective, we also shed some light on the question about the fraction or the absolute amount of earlier adopter neighbors being the best indicator of higher probability of adoption, and we find that the absolute number is by far more predictive of a future adoption (even if accurate spreading prediction remains a difficult task due to the extreme sparsity of the problem and to external unobservable factors determining adoption). All these results support the idea that the 'information contagion' is a slow but relevant phenomenon in the social network and that it is usually triggered by a small number of influential users. http://www.epjdatascience.com/content/1/1/12
Another finding involves the analysis of the interaction network. For both link creation and information spreading, the interaction network has an important role in determining new connections and preferential channels of item diffusion. Many previous work showed that communication graph conveys a much stronger social signal than the pure social graph, but the implication of such stronger connections on sociological phenomena like homophily and influence had not been investigated directly before.
This work opens several natural research directions. Among possible research lines we mention the development of a model of spreading that relies on some user metadata other than the topology of the network and that could fit the phenomenon of book spreading we observed. A more thorough exploration of the possibility of predicting item spreading in contexts with slow content consumption like aNobii is also an interesting possible future extension and may open up the way to new item recommendation techniques.
